Vulcan Architectural
A brand new product

Architecturally unobtrusive skate deterrent hardscape fittings

on duty 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 day a year

Why?

Skates and skateboarding are harmless activities, giving performers fresh air and keeping
fit. This is excellent but should be kept in designated areas.
SkateStop is your high alert security guard, ensuring that your public local street scape,
hard scape, commercial areas and shopping precincts do not become a practise ground for
uninviting and destructive pastimes.

How?

These can be added into specification documents at design stage, being included in the
stone mason or civils package. Retrofitted later, after project completion does not cause a
problem, but care should be taken throughout the installation process.

What?

Marine Grade Stainless Steel 316 or Brass (specials).
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Three Styles . . . . .
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 SkateStop Disc 3020

Vulcan Architectural offer a minimum deterrent in the
product SkateStop discs. These have rounded edges,
which makes them safe and discreet. SkateStop discs
blend in with most architectural themes which means
protection still looks good, property stays undamaged,
safe and liability is minimized. These are very easy for
rapid diy installations.

Skate Stop Discs (SSD)
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 SkateStop Edge 120 (SSE)

Vulcan Architectural’s SkateStop Edge product is a
protection devise which defers any grinding on hard
scape property, and does not impact on intended use or
visually impair designed beauty. This has the ability to be
incorporated into any project design and can be engineered
into grout lines or expansion joints.

Tiled hard scape seating area
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Feature
brickwork
Walls of
planters

Vulcan Architectural 0208 681 0617
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SkateStop Max (SSM)



Vulcan Architectural offers SkateStop Max
as the ultimate deterrent. Complete parapet
cover, stopping scooters, bikes, skaters and
skateboards, offers a mini speed hump and
eliminates the long smooth edges that are
sought for this pastime.
Made exclusively for your application in
varying widths from 300mm to 750mm.
SkateStop Edge and Max are very much
more effective than SkateStop discs, as the
edge, face and top elevation are all covered.
Feature public
seating areas
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Parapets

. . . and
what
if we
don’t
...
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. . . Property damage

Firstly, skaters will need to wax the surface
of the chosen wall. This gives them much
better slip. Continued waxing and use
totally discolour the immediate stone work.

At this point, stone work is still able to be cleaned with
various means to nearly restore to original build quality.
Although the sun and heat friction will have melted the
wax into the porosity of the stonework.
Fitting Vulcan Architectural SkateStop at this stage will
prevent ......
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. . . . . . Severe chipping

. . . . . . & repointing costs
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Conclusion
SkateStop is a one off cost and means that your project
stays looking as good, clean and safe as it was designed
to be.
Setting out of these products should be 500mm – 700mm
(SkateStop Discs) and 600 – 900 for the Skate Stop
Edge Max. Distance from the ends can be 200 – 400 and
SkateStop discs can be used at corners.
Vulcan can help at design stage and follow through the
level of care by assisting the contractors. Layout and
installation guides are available on request.
New build and retrofit are both able to be undertaken for
your properties to stay looking great and minimise your
liability.
Don’t consider opening a new landscape until you have
considered SkateStop.
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Vulcan Architectural SkateStop products go hand in hand
with our large range of Stainless Steel and Brass Tactile
ground surface indicators.
Featuring a range of solid Brass and Stainless Steel enables
use on hi end commercial projects, hotels and even listed
buildings.

TACTILE
PRODUCTS

All products are based on the AFA/DDA sizing and meet
regulation.

Full set of plates are available to ensure regulation
spacing for all Vulcan Architectural Products
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Vulcan Architectural SkateStop products on
guard and protecting your property from
Dawn

Dusk

till

Call for any of our other brochures featuring Stair Edging, Tactile Indicators, GRP Architectural Cladding
products and a large range of weatherboarding.

0208 681 0617
www.skatestop.co

sales.uk@skatestop.co

